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RADIATIVE CORRECTIONS TO THE NEUTRINO COUNTING 
PROCESS e +e~ -  vvy*
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The standard model weak corrections to  the process e+e-  -» vvy which are important 
from the point o f  view o f  consistent renormalization are calculated. The calculations o f  the 
hard bremsstrahlung corrections to the process are done and they are found to be in good  
agreement with the former results.
PACS numbers: 12.10.Dm
1. Introduction
The reaction e+e-  -> vvy has been proposed as one which can provide information 
about the number of light neutrino species [1, 2, 3]. Its main advantage over other methods 
is that the cross section of e+e ' -*■ vvy would increase by ~  33% if there existed the light 
neutrino of the fourth generation. Thus, to draw the information, it is enough to compare 
theoretical predictions with the data from neutrino counting experiments planned at LEP 
and SLC. However, to make this comparison properly one has not only t<? calculate the 
Born cross section, but also to calculate radiative corrections as well as to estimate a back­
ground to the process.
Virtual one loop QED and soft photon corrections to e+e" -» vvy were calculated in 
[4, 5] and the result was confirmed in [6]. The corrections have been found to diminish 
the Born cross section by ~50%. Thel virtual and soft corrections interfere with the 
correction coming from hard bremsstrahlung process e+e-  -> vvyy where one photon is 
lost and the resulting corrections diminish the Bom cross section by several per cent.
The main background to the reaction e+e~ -» vvy comes from the radiative Bhabha 
scattering e+e- -► e+e-y and it was studied in [7]. Radiative corrections to the background 
process were investigated in [8] and they were found to be small. Other sources of the back­
ground were discussed in [3].
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Considering only the photonic corrections to e+e~ -» vvy it is not possible to renormal­
ize one loop eeZ Green function within the OS scheme of the QED. In order to renormalize 
the axial vector part of the vertex an additional renormalization constant has to be intro­
duced. In Refs [4, 5] it was assumed that the counterterms to the vector and axial vector 
parts of the eeZ coupling are the same as the counterterm to the eey vertex. Such a pseudo- 
-QED treatment may lead to the result different from the GSW treatment.
In the present work we have included a set of weak corrections to the process e+e-  
-+ vvy which allows to perform a consistent renormalization within the OS scheme of the 
Glashow-Salam-Weinberg (GSW) model as well as gives the idea about the size of the 
weak corrections to the neutrino counting process. Moreover, we have repeated the calcula­
tion of hard bremsstrahlung corrections and have obtained numerical results for radiatively 
corrected photon energy distribution for specific, but realistic experimental set-up.
for energies a few GeV above the Z production threshold is dominated by the annihila­
tion channel which results in the fact that the cross section is almost proportional to the 
number of light neutrino species. This is what makes reaction (1) so useful for counting 
the neutrinos. Feynman diagrams that contribute to the reaction (1) in the first order are 
depicted in Fig. 1.
Since the contribution of the i-channel W boson and Z-W interference is very small, 
in order to find virtual corrections to (1) it is enough to consider loop diagrams obtained 
by attaching virtual gauge bosons lines, where possible, to the tree level diagrams with 
the Z boson exchange of Fig. la and b. Photonic one loop diagrams taken into account 
in [4, 5] are shown in Fig. 2. In order to estimate weak corrections to the process (1) as well
2. One loop weak corrections 
As it has been shown in Ref. [3], the reaction
e~(Pt)+e+(p2) -* v(q,) + v(q2)+ y (k ) (1)
b)
c) d)  e)
as to apply the on-mass-shell renormalization scheme (OS) [9] of the GSW model, in the 
present work we include weak corrections to the vertices eeZ, vvZ, and vvy, represented 
by the diagrams of Fig. 3a, b, and c, respectively, together with electroweakly corrected Z 
propagator and Zy mixing.
Vertex Green functions corresponding to the diagrams of Fig. 3a, b, and c have the 
following form
r ' J P t - k ,  - p 2) =  (+ + Cy5) /  +  [(B1+ D 1y5)(p 1- k r
+ (B2 +  D2ys) ( — P2YJ (Pi — k), (2a)
4)
Fig. 2. One loop photonic Feynman diagrams obtained from the diagram of Fig. la
b)
r U - q i , q z )  = F y % i- ys), (2b)
n n(-< h ,q 2) = G /(  l - y 5), (2c)
where we have used the on-shell condition for the momenta q t and q2.
The three point Feynman amplitudes which are necessary to obtain the Green functions
(2) are written down in [9]. They contain integrals over Feynman parameters. The integrals 
with higher powers of the parameters in the nominator are reduced to the integrals with 
the first power of one parameter and the zero power of the other following the method 
of Passarino and Veltman [10]. The reduction is performed by means of the program for 
algebraic manipulations REDUCE [11]. Next we calculate the resulting integrals either 
using the general formula o f ’t Hooft and Veltman [12] or, which is easier in the case of the 
vvZ and vvy vertices, performing simple integration from the very beginning. During the 
calculations we neglect the electron mass where it is possible. We do not present the analyti­
cal formulae for the formfactors because they are too lengthy.
The one loop virtual and soft photon corrected cross section reads
d 2 o v + s  d 2o% (  . /  t  k  2 s Q 2 \ - 1  )  d 2 o T0 ~ z
7 S 5 7 - ^ { 1 + ^ + ( t  +  7  +  - | - )  +  T s y -  №
where s =  (p i+ p 2)2, x  = 2k/y/s is the photon energy in units of beam energy, y  =  cos 0, 
with 0 being the angle between k  and pi , k and t  are Brown-Feynman variables defined by
sx
K =  2p! • k = y  (1 -P y),
S X
T = 2p2-k = y  (1 +Py),
with 0 =  (1—4w2/j)i/2 x  1 — 2ml/s, and Q2 = s(\ — x) is the Z momentum squared. 
d2o%/dxdy is the cross section coming from the diagrams of Fig. la, b and it is given by
d2o* Nva3 M4[ l + ( l - 4 s i n 2 0w) ]e 2x |^ |2 / t  _ k , 2 s Q \ '  
dxdy ~  3 2 ^  U  * ™ /  ’
not
where Ns/ denotes the number of light neutrino generations, A =  —=— with being
V2GM
the Fermi constant calculated from muon decay, Z(Q2) is electroweakly corrected Z pro­
pagator
Z(Q2) =  IQ2- M 2Z- X Z(Q2) T \  (5)
with Zz(Q2) being the one loop Z self energy. d2<To~zldxdy stands for terms coming from 
the square of the diagrams of Fig. lc, d, e and their interference with the diagrams of 
Fig. la, b. These terms are written down in Ref. [4] <5qed represents virtual and soft photonic
corrections and it can be found in Refs [4, 5]. The weak correction <5W can be expressed 
in terms of the formfactors of formulae (2) as follows
vector couplings of the Z to electrons, F0 =  — C0 is the tree coupling of the Z to 
neutrinos, B  — B t + B 2 and D  — D L+ D 2. The analytical expresions for the formfactors 
involved in (6) are written down in Ref. [13]. The electroweakly one-loop corrected Z self 
energy I Z(Q2) and Zy mixing LyZ(Q2) can be found in [9] (formulae (5.7) and (5.14),
respectively).
Formula (6) does not include all the electroweak corrections to the process e+e- -» w y  
for energies in the vicinity of the Z production threshold. The collection of Feynman dia­
grams for the whole set of electroweak corrections is shown in Fig. 4. From the comparison
Fig. 4. One loop Feynman diagrams obtained from the diagram of Fig. la  corresponding to the whole




and C0 —— ----- are the tree level vector and axial
2 sin 20 w2 sin 20W
g) h)
of Figs 2-4 it is seen that we have not considered weak corrections to the eey vertex (Fig. 4b) 
and'to the electron self energy (Fig. 4a). This seems to be justified because the momentum 
transfer for them is much below the weak gauge bosons resonance energy. The contribu­
tion of anomaly diagrams (Fig. 4h) are of For the t quark it is suppressed by
three heavy propagators of the t. We also do not include weak corrections coming from 
box diagrams. Most of them contain at least two heavy gauge bosons propagators, but the 
most important one, similar to the QED box of Fig. 2d with the photonic propagator 
substituted by the Z propagator, is not taken into account for technical reasons only.
Although we do not consider all of the weak corrections we are able to perform a con­
sistent renormalization and to give the idea about the range of the weak corrections to the 
process e+e~ -> vvy. The effect of the weak corrections considered is of a few per cent 
range.
3. Hard bremsstrahlung corrections
Since the process
e-(Pi) + e+(p2) -> v(q,) + v(q2) +y(k1)+ y(k2), (7)
where both photons are hard, may imitate the e+e~ -> vvy reaction when one of the photons 
is lost, we have to estimate the contribution of it to the main process. There are six Feynman 
diagrams which contribute to (7) (see Fig. 5). We calculate the matrix element squared for 
reaction (7) by means of traditional trace technique with the use of REDUCE. We neglect 
the electron mass everywhere except for the case when one of the photons is collinear to the 
initial beam.
The unpolarized cross section integrated over a phase space of the neutrinos reads
da Ay g4M z [ l+ ( l—4sin2 0W)2] |rT,„ 2Nl2 
dx, 3 2 ‘V A 2
2 k, .
where x, = —=■ and y { =  cos 9, (i =  1, 2) are photon energies in units of beam energy
V5
and cosines of photon angles with respect to the incident beam in the e+e_ CM system, 
<p is the azimuthal angle of one photon related to the plane determined by the beam line 
and the momentum of the other photon. Now Q2 =  (Pi+p2 — ki —k 2)2 and Z(Q2) is given 
by (5). The w"” includes traces along the electron lines together with the electron propaga­
tors and it can be found in the Appendix. Because of the collinear electron mass singularity 
and the resonant character of the Z boson, the cross section (8) is very peaked. In order to 
integrate it, we apply the standard Monte Carlo integration procedure RIWIAD [14], 




Fig. 5. Feynman diagrams o f  the process e+e~ -> vvyy
approximated distribution
\Z(Q2)\2dQ2 — dtp, (9)^ ° a p p  , y ( r t 2 y 2 j n 2  d y  1  d y  2~ w  >' *  r s  v z f y i
where ¡3 =  (1 — Aml/s)112 x  1 — 2ml/s. We have omitted the factor on the right hand side 
of (9) because the approximated distribution has to be normalized to unity. Distribution
(9) can be easily integrated analytically and the resulting equations for the random variables 
satisfying (9) can be also solved analytically, which allows to save computational time.
There are three phase space regions in which the final state of (7) imitates the final 
state of (1) (see Ref. [4]).
1. One photon fulfils detection conditions i.e. x % xD., — yD <  y  <  yD where 
xD = 2EDfl/s and yD =  cos 9D with ED and 0D being the minimum photon energy to be 
detected and the photon tagging angle. The other photon is collinear with the initial beam,
i.e. |y21 <  yv with y v being the cosine of photon veto angle, and it is assumed to be hard 
that means x2 >  xm =  lE J^ /s ,  where Em is the cut energy of soft photons. In this region 
we cannot neglect the electron mass, because the terms ~m 2/(pi • k f 2 become of the same 
order of magnitude as the terms ~  l/(pi • k t) (i = 1, 2) when k 2 is parallel to p2 or p2. The 
effect of the nonzero electron mass is taken into account according to the prescription 
given in Ref. [15].
2. One photon fulfils the detection criteria as in 1 while the other, although satisfying 
Ij21 % Jv and being hard, has the energy below the detection threshold i.e. xm <  x2 <  xv 
=  2Ev/ffs, where Ey is veto energy of photons.
3. Both photons are in the detection range, but they are collinear within an angle 
of 0S and because of that they are detected as one photon with an energy E L+E2.
The effect of the hard bremsstrahlung correction is large and positive and it interferes with 
the effect of the virtual corrections.
We have calculated the energy distribution of photons for the process e+e-  -» vvy 
for the e+e- CM system energy f fs  =  100 GeV. The relevant input parameters are 
M z  =  93 GeV, a =  1/137.03604 and A  =  TKxIflG^ =  (37.281 GeV)2. Since the W boson 
mass is not supposed to be known with high accuracy even at LEP II we eliminate it by 
means of the relation (see e.g. [16])
where Jr  = 0.0713 +  0.0013 (see Ref. [17]) is a higher order correction mainly due to y, W 
and Z self energy diagrams. The result depends on the Higgs mass and fermion masses 
(which we set to be the same as in Ref. [18] with the exception of the t quark mass that we 
set to 45 GeV) throu^ii electroweak one loop corrected Z self energy and the Zy mixing 
as well as the Ar of equation (10), but this dependence is rather moderate.
We have assumed the following experimental set up
1. veto angle of 0y — 5°,
2. tagging angle of 0D = 20°,
3. minimum photon energy to be detected of ED =  1 GeV,
4. two photons separation angle of 0S = 1°.
(10 )
d G /d E r  tpfc/GeV)
0 5 JO -IS (GeV)
The choice of the relevant initial parameters and of the experimental cuts is similar 
to the one by Berends et al. [4] which makes it easier to compare both results for photon 
energy distribution. However, it should be stressed that we have not made the replacement 
(5) for the hard bremsstrahlung part as it was done in [4]. Since the analytical formula for 
the one loop corrected Z self energy Zz(Q2) is rather complicated (see [9]), to save 
the computational time, we have calculated the hard bremsstrahlung correction with the 
tree-level Z propagator with Fz =  - Im  I Z(MZ)/MZ =  2.61 GęV (mt =  45 GeV). In Fig. 6 
we have depicted the results of our calculations for the photon energy distribution 
doldEr  The dashed line represents the Bom approximation. The dashed and dotted line 
corresponds to the distribution with one loop QED and soft photon corrections. The dotted 
line represents the distribution which, apart from the virtual photonic and soft corrections, 
includes the weak corrections considered. The solid line corresponds to the totally corrected 
cross-section which, apait from the latter, also includes the hard bremsstrahlung corrections. 
It can be seen that the radiative corrections result in the decrement of the peak connected 
with the Z resonance. They also shift the peak a bit towards lower photon energies which 
is caused by the hard bremsstrahlung corrections. The shape of our corrected distribution 
(solid line) is identical with the shape of the corresponding histogram in [4], however, 
our distribution is shifted a bit upwards due to the additional weak corrections included.
The Bom cross section integrated over the region Ey =  6.5 ±2.5 GeV is of 71 pb. 
The photonic corrections diminish it by 50%. The weak corrections increase it by 4%. 
The hard bremsstrahlung corrections are positive. Region 1 contributes 24%, region 2 gives 
additional 4 % while the contribution of region 3 is negligible. The total radiative corrections 
diminish the Bom cross section in the photon energy region considered by 1 8 % .
APPEN D IX
In this appendix we present the analytical formula for the m"v of formula (8). It includes 
21 traces along the electron lines of the 6 Feynman diagrams of the process (7) which occur 
in the average over polarizations of the initial electrons. These 21 traces can be expressed 
in terms of the 9 quantities mfj that are given by
4
( s l f t s i r
8(SiS2)
m12 = 2 2, 2 T2 Tf (P2U2/ / 1/ U 2), 
S 1S2 ( S1 2 )
m l3 —  2" 2~2 T  T rS *“ C' »
V  l 5 12 r 12
m15 =  -  ; 272 2 2 Tr ip 2 S lP l fs12f 2yVS1),
( s l )  r 2 s 12
mT6 =  2 2 Tr (P2pt7>lSi2yeSif‘ly ,s2ye),
s1s2r1s12
m 35 -  2 2 ~2 2 T r  ( P l f t i l P l f t l h i ' S i y d *
'•102SR2
4
( s D W
m 56 =  7 1 ' T I  Tr ( / , /4 i f i7 v42)> 4!S2r ir 2
where
r i = P t - k i_, sL = p 2- k t ,
r2 = p 1- k 2, s2 = p —k2,
rn  =  P \ —ki — k 2, s12 = p 2 — k,  —k2.
The quantities mfj can be expressed (with the use of REDUCE) by 6 invariants: p t • p2, 
Pt * k u pi  • k 2, p2 • k t , p2 ' k 2, and k t • k 2 which, in the frame described below formula (8), 
read
s s
P i mP2 =~2 > P i - k i  = - x f f l - f i y i ) ,
s s
P i - k 2 = — x 2( l~ P y 2), p2 ■ ki =  — x ^ l+ P y i) ,
4 4
s s
Pl ■ k 2 =  — x 2( l + P y 2), k t  • k 2 =  — x ^ l - y ) .
where notation is the same as in Section 3.
The mN is given by
m"v =  l m n  + m 1i(k1 <-+k2) + m 1i(p1 <->p2)
+ m i i ( k t *->k2, pt p2 )+mss + m ss(ki<r^k2)
+2(nii2 + m13 + m14+mi5 + m16 + m14(ki <-> k2)
+  m t 3(kt <-> k2) + m i S(kt <-> k2) + m J6(kt <-+ k2)
+ m 12(pt <-> p2)+ m3S+ m15(p! <-+p 2) + m s6 
+ m15(fc1 <-> k2, p t  <-+ p2)4-m35(kt <-> fc2)]'iv.
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